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Abstract

We examined the ethical implications of a mythical online student with a carefully concealed real identity who took part in an online post-graduate course. The mythical online student took part in all student activities and provided co-students with cognitive and technical support as a covert second facilitator; consequently, students found scaffolding unobtrusive and integrated the unknown virtual student into the learning community. We explored the ethical implication of undisclosed identity and analyzed students' reaction to the disclosure of the mythical student after the course. The study confirmed our success in creating a convincing virtual student, but this success precipitated some shock, disbelief, and dismay. Most students accepted the presence of a virtual student, but some felt betrayed because her real identity was hidden. Recommendations for implementing such a virtual tool ethically are advanced, along with suggestions for teaching situations that may benefit from its use.

Introduction

Methical is a combination of mythical and ethical. This describes Jane, the virtual online student we created to improve students' online learning success. Her challenge was to be both mythical and ethical, to do no harm, and to contravene no rules. One person, the course designer, was the online facilitator, and also Jane. Despite the potential ethical dilemma created by the class thinking she was a real student, we thought the experiment of hiding a facilitator's identity was worthwhile. Ineffective course facilitation and lack of faculty communication reduce student performance, while students in online courses often feel inadequate, lonely, and unmotivated. However, as excessive instructor control can also weaken online communication, the instructor should not manipulate the course. Success increases when students amalgamate into virtual student communities (Davies & Graff, 2005). As a second facilitator, Jane provided covert student support and helped to promote the emergence of a student community.

Designing an online higher education course in South Africa presents particular challenges, because instructors
often dominate traditional classrooms and students expect it (Khalil, 2006). Accordingly, we anticipated that our students would also assume a passive role (Schank, 2001), and that this would place the online instructor in the familiar teaching role. To address this challenge, we emulated King (2002), who increased student participation in online classes by using a virtual student as an additional facilitator. We investigated the success of adding a virtual student to stimulate online participation and interaction and to provide scaffolding for less competent students. Our premise was that the students would rather request assistance from a co-student than from an instructor (King, 2002).

Jane was our virtual student; she was not a real student enrolled for the course, but a name and a login on the class list as a participating student. We modeled Jane on King’s Virtual Joe in order to augment online communication. Jane’s role was to become the students’ friend, confidante, and helper. Extending the presence of the facilitator, she also instigated online communication. In contrast to Virtual Joe, however, we carefully concealed the identity of our virtual student for the duration of the course, planning to keep it hidden unless the students uncovered her. As a covert assistant researcher, she could observe behavior not readily visible to the facilitator, a role with (hitherto) unexplored ethical implications. We carefully considered potential ethical objections to this false identity and revealed her origin after the course to observe the students’ reactions.

The research questions addressed in this study are:

**RQ1:** How does a virtual student enhance online community?

**RQ2:** How do students feel about the ethical issues of instructors' hiding and then disclosing the identity of a virtual student?

**Literature Review**

Online learning places complex, even conflicting, demands on the facilitator. On one hand, online students and administrators request maximum affective and cognitive support from a highly visible facilitator. On the other hand, facilitators should fade, compelling students to amalgamate into an independent learning community.

**Online Support**

First-time online students require support and guidance in the unfamiliar environment of computer-mediated communication (CMC). Such students are often challenged and frustrated with technology and feel anxious, isolated (King, 2002), and insecure (Wood, Bruner, & Ross, 1976). Thus, these students may feel inadequate, lonely, and unmotivated, especially when faculty facilitate ineffectively (King, 2002). The throughput rate in online distance courses is therefore often disappointingly low (Chyung, 2001; Morris, Wu, & Finnegan, 2005).

Wood et al. (1976) refer to **scaffolding** as the interactions where individuals who are more competent offer guidance and help to less informed or accomplished individuals. Scaffolding originally referred to child development; currently it indicates child-adult and novice-expert interactions that improve learning regardless of students’ knowledge or skills levels. Scaffolding is the provision of extrinsic contextual support, especially when students encounter new challenges, and the subsequent removal of the extrinsic support when it
becomes redundant (Boyle, 1997). Slowly removing the support, requiring the students to assume more responsibility, is termed fading (Collins, 1991). Without the appropriate scaffolding, faltering online students may become disinterested, bored, or frustrated with their learning environment (Rieber, 1996). Scaffolding promotes interaction among online distance-learning students and the formation of virtual learning communities (Johnson, 2001). The facilitator should contribute to the scaffolding.

**The Role of the Instructor**

A facilitator who maintains affective social and teaching presence may foster critical thinking (Garrison, Anderson, & Archer, 2001). However, a dominating traditional instructor seen as exercising overly strict corrective feedback and control subjugates students into a passive role that is poorly suited to online learning (Moore, 1989; Schank, 2001).

King (2002) maintains that a supportive instructor should encourage participation, particularly at the beginning of the course, by posting frequently to the discussion and maintaining a high online visibility. Like the eventual removal of scaffolding, a facilitator can withdraw gradually when learners interact without help and form a virtual learning community. A facilitator should also monitor the quality of student online participation.

The facilitator needs to monitor problems such as students who are absent, interact insufficiently or superficially, agree without supporting their stance, post short and superficial messages (creating annoyance), or post lengthy messages (causing problems with processing times)—as none of these behaviors promotes a community of practice (Collison, Elbaum, Haavind, & Tinker, 2000; Johnson, 2001).

At the same time, while facilitators should steer students away from unproductive behaviors, they should not be dominating or authoritarian but rather should provide support when necessary and then fade when discussion progresses well. Mazzolini and Maddison (2003) caution:

> The more instructors posted to discussion forums, the shorter were the discussion threads on average. Instructors who were active in initiating discussion threads did not appear to stimulate more discussion, and may actually have limited the amount of discussion (with the more advanced students) and the length of discussion threads (with all students). ... Students may possibly react more positively to questions posed by fellow students (‘cries for help’) rather than questions posed by instructors (which may be perceived to be probes to expose gaps in understanding). (p. 252)

Sometimes a facilitator has to sustain conversation, lest a conspicuous silence descend upon the discussion. In such circumstances, a virtual student can intervene without the facilitator visibly taking control.

Researchers use different metaphors to describe the elusive role of a successful online instructor; a number of these are summarized in Table 1. The most popular account suggests that the online instructor should guide from the side in a CMC virtual classroom (Collison et al., 2000; Ip, Linser, & Jasinski, 2002; Moore, 1989). The facilitator as guide promotes learning by guiding students to focus and deepen the dialogue without getting in the way (Collison et al., 2000; Mason, 1991). The ideal online facilitator intervenes selectively and encourages participants to work debates out for themselves, allowing students to fill the (metaphorical) empty spaces (Ip et al., 2002).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Online facilitator roles</th>
<th>Activities, characteristics</th>
<th>Described by</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

http://jcmc.indiana.edu/vol12/issue4/nagel.html
Table 1. Roles online instructors play in moderating CMC

Behaviorist teacher | Offers correction, rewards and punishes, steers behavior | (Gagné & Glaser, 1987)
Guardian angel | Looks over the players' shoulder, helps | (Ip et al., 2002)
Guide on the side | Fosters the creation of community | (Blignaut & Trollip, 2003; Collison et al., 2000; Mason, 1991; Mazzolini & Maddison, 2003)
Ghost in the wings | Absent, unavailable | (Mazzolini & Maddison, 2003)
Improvising story teller | Presents new content | (Ip et al., 2002)
Intellectual | Informs, corrects, directs; Socratic questioning | (Blignaut & Trollip, 2003, 2005; Coppola, Hiltz, & Rotter, 2002; Mason, 1991)
Lead player in a jazz ensemble | Introduces new themes for discussion | (Mason, 1991)
Manipulative devil | Creates problems for players to solve | (Ip et al., 2002)
Mentor in the middle | Offers reciprocal teaching, distributed expertise | (Brown & Campione, 1990)
Organizer | Provides administrative assistance | (Bleed, 2006; Blignaut & Trollip, 2003; Mason, 1991)
Plumber, Gardener, Alchemist | Supports CMC | (Bleed, 2006)
Resident Teaching / Learning Resource | Moderates | (Ip et al., 2002)
Sage on the stage | Presents new content | (Mazzolini & Maddison, 2003)
Shaman, Troubadour | Presents inspiring new content | (Thornburg, 2001)
Social or affective role | Presents friendly, approachable demeanor | (Baker, 2004; Blignaut & Trollip, 2003; Mason, 1991)
Virtual professor | Sifts information, posts questions, and facilitates discussion | (Kettner-Polley, 2005; Pelz, 2004)
Virtual student | Guides, participates | (King, 2002)

Social rather than technical factors often determine the success or failure of an online course (King, 2002; Schank, 2001). Mason (1991) identifies the social role for online facilitators as one that creates a friendly social environment for learning and encourages participation through the use of a congenial, personal tone. These nurturing skills develop, as well as support, community. Pro-social communication patterns in online instruction also help: "The more instructors incorporate relationally supportive language in the online classroom, the more ... students will enjoy and benefit from the online learning experience" (Baker, 2004, p. 12).

**The Role of Co-Students**

Online students who participate actively are more likely to complete courses successfully (Davies & Graff,
2005). There is a strong association between interaction with fellow students and successful completion of Internet-delivered courses (Mason, 1991; Swan, 2001; Wegerif, 1998). Supportive facilitation can cultivate the establishment of a virtual community of learners. "When you successfully encourage a culture of co-learners, participants will readily comment on one another's postings, relieving you of sole responsibility" (Collison et al., 2000, p. 64). In well-functioning online communities, participants post regularly and express honest opinions about technology, content, and even the facilitator. Participants collaborate, teach each other, and moderate the discussion. In short, students support and care for their community as it meets their needs (Collison et al., 2000).

Providing adequate scaffolding is a challenge in a student-centered approach where the facilitator maintains a low profile. A virtual student functioning as a helper in the class, but who is "one of them," may reconcile these divergent ideals. However, deceiving students requires careful ethical consideration.

**Context of Study**

The University of Pretoria has been researching techniques for supporting online post-graduate courses for almost a decade (Cronjé, Adendorff, Meyer, & Van Ryneveld, 2006). In this article, we report on the use of an undisclosed virtual (mythical) student in an online course for Masters in Computer-Integrated Education students. Initially, 23 students enrolled in the course on web-based learning, of which 18 were female and five were male. Nine students were black and 14 white; their ages ranged between 30 and 50. Fourteen of the students were employed at schools either as teachers in ICT or information science, and five worked in the e-learning industry and four in the higher education sector. Three students discontinued the course for personal reasons.

**Course Design**

We designed the course for the WebCT™ Campus Edition 4.0-platform, because it was the University of Pretoria’s Learning Management System (LMS) at the time. Only enrolled students could log in to the course. The course followed a constructivist pedagogy structure based on a participatory metaphor (Cronjé, 2001). Students created practical online artifacts, applying their theoretical understanding. Each week we explored a different online learning topic that students had to research and post as a properly referenced 200-300 word assignment to the discussion in WebCT™. Students also evaluated and critiqued the papers of two peers, as well as participating in numerous other online activities and less structured discussions. They published some web assignments on their LMS student homepages and others on the University experimental Internet server. For non-graded, non-academic, or social posts, students used an open discussion topic, through which they elicited support and aired their discontent.

The students also maintained weblogs hosted on external sites for continuous self-reflection, incorporating their reminiscences in a reflective essay submitted at the end. Immediately after the course, the students gathered socially, and a week later we conducted semi-structured interviews with all students. A couple of weeks after the course, we informed the students of Jane’s identity and simultaneously asked them open-ended questions about the deception (Appendix).

**Methical Jane’s Role**

Jane’s presence provided the class with two facilitators; each supported collaborative learning and the social
construction of learning (King, 2002). Jane represented a typical student in this course, with a profile similar to the others: She was female, thirty something, a part-time schoolteacher, and interested in languages. We supplied her with a vague enough background that her identity could not easily be traced. In a country shaped by cultural stereotypes and prejudices, she conformed to no stereotype. She differed from the rest of the class in one important aspect, however: She entered the class as a total stranger whom nobody had met before. She also disclosed only her most essential background information. Jane regularly contributed to the theoretical and technical assignments, and she freely offered advice and help to any student. Table 2 characterizes Jane’s profile.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Methical Jane</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Profile</td>
<td>Undisclosed student</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Similar to class average profile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Involved with fellow students as equal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Plausible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-determined role</td>
<td>Second facilitator Models activities and discussion: research-based conversation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Posts hints in her own right</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stirs up opinions and controversy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Points out mistakes/errors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Disagrees when necessary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Provides a human touch as a friend</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conversation style</td>
<td>Uses appropriate styles; models communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Answers questions based on experience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interaction style</td>
<td>Targets comments directly to students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Promotion of learner control</td>
<td>Withdraws from conversation as called for</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Does not dominate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Diminishes the perceived amount of one-way, instructor-dominated communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Helps keep instructor contributions to 15% of message volume</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observer</td>
<td>Observes covertly</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Profile of Methical Jane

Facilitation

Online facilitation followed the model of guide on the side (Collison et al., 2000; Mazzolini & Maddison, 2003), allowing free-flowing discussion (Ip et al., 2002; Mason, 1991). Following all discussions, the instructor judged the merit of each posting, but deliberately did not respond immediately, practicing online wait time (Collison et al., 2000) to give co-students the first opportunity to respond. The instructor replied to immediate problems and those that remained unresolved after 24 hours. Jane participated actively and assisted students with content and technical problems, like a facilitator would. She modeled collaborative behavior so that students could follow her example and help each other. This approach fostered development of an online learning community where students shared in the course facilitation (Johnson, 2001; Pelz, 2004). If the students had known that Jane was the instructor, it would have defeated the object of the study, since generally speaking, South African students observe the institutional hierarchy and retain a respectful distance from instructors, not questioning teaching practice (Khalil, 2006).
Methodology

Ethical considerations are at the core of this investigation; therefore, we obtained clearance from the Faculty of Education’s research ethics committee before embarking on the research. We used a developmental research design to answer the two research questions (Reeves, Herrington, & Oliver, 2005), using a mixed methodology (Sharp & Fretchling, 1997). Examining the effect of the virtual student on the visibility and dominance of the instructor required a positivist approach (Burrell & Morgan, 1979). We approached the reaction of students to the ethical aspects of a mythical student from an interpretivist stance, as we needed to know how they felt. We also conducted an ethnographical analysis on the diverse documents associated with the course (LeCompte, 2000).

The search function associated with the WebCT™ discussion tool enabled us to differentiate among posts of students, the instructor, and Jane. We calculated the instructor index by expressing the number of instructor’s posts as a percentage of the total discussion’s posts for each course week (King, 2002). This was taken to reflect the students’ perception of the instructor’s online presence and participation. Jane’s posts, added to the instructor’s, represent the collective online availability and contribution of the facilitator. Expressed as a percentage of the total posts, this metric, named the supporting index, represents the combined facilitator contribution.

We compiled the discussion posts in WebCT™ according to sender and saved them for content analysis. We also analyzed the facilitator’s diary documenting all course design decisions and the daily progress of the course. After concluding the coursework, we conducted live focus group interviews, asking students about their collaborative learning experience. Students also initiated a social gathering to meet each other after the course. We captured all these conversations, including those at the social gathering, on videotape and transcribed the relevant sections for inclusion in the content analysis.

Unlike in experimental interventions, it was not possible to recreate any scenarios or repeat any questions once the opportunity had passed. Therefore, immediately after collection, we conducted an exploratory content analysis of the focus group interviews and course communication (Merriam, 1998), searching for any references to Jane. This examination suggested that students did not suspect Jane’s real identity. Merriam (1998) urges researchers to “plan data collection sessions according to what you find in previous observations” (p. 163). As these results yielded little concerning Jane, we revised our initial decision not to disclose Jane’s identity. While students were still accessible after the course, we sent an email unveiling Jane’s identity coupled with some open-ended questions about their experience with her and her contribution to the course (see Appendix). We compiled these replies and included them in the content analysis.

The documents used for content analysis consisted of 1,615 discussion postings, as well as 17 student blogs, end-of-course reflective essays, and 10 post-course feedback reports. We captured the documents in ATLAS.™ for qualitative analysis (Dick, 2005; LeCompte, 2000) and identified 257 codes concerning Jane, developing the thematic categories through inductive data analysis. In this article we discuss only those categories that reflected the students’ feelings about Jane’s identity. We verified the quantitative observations of numbers of discussion posts against the content of the blogs, essays, and discussion postings before drawing conclusions.
Findings

A facilitator is only "visible" when posting to the CMC medium (Trollip & Blignaut, 2005). Educational decision-makers prefer a high instructor online presence, whereas King (2002) sets the ideal facilitator participation or visibility at less than 15% of postings, so as not to dominate the discussion. Table 3 shows the number of communication posts by the instructor and Jane and the quantitative participation indexes per week. The supportive index presents the percentage of the combined official instructor and Jane's posts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Week</th>
<th>Total posts</th>
<th>Social posts</th>
<th>Instructor posts</th>
<th>Jane's posts</th>
<th>Instructor index %</th>
<th>Supportive index %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>349</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>184</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>302</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>211</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>1562</td>
<td>395</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>53</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Perceived instructor presence and the combined facilitator contribution

Students submitted voluntary "social" posts to the open discussion area not dedicated to a course discussion topic. The weekly social participation of the class, as shown in Table 3, remained relatively constant and averaged around 50 posts, except for week seven, which saw a flurry of technical communication. In week eight, students worked more or less independently at finalizing their essays. The instructor deliberately maintained a low profile during the first three weeks, demonstrating online wait time, in order to sustain reflection about postings and foster "opportunities for rich thinking and response" (Collison et al., 2000, p. xvi). This helped students to settle in and seek answers independently. In spite of the instructor only replying on cue, however, the instructor index barely remained below the benchmark of 15% (King, 2002) in the initial five weeks (Figure 1).

Around week six, considerable one-on-one coaching and feedback resulted in a high instructor presence. This involvement should not be confused with excessive dominance. From week six, the focus also shifted from theoretical discussions toward practical applications, causing a sharp decrease in total discussion posts. The urgency and stress levels in the course increased as the deadlines approached, and students helped each other freely in week seven, as indicated by the numerous social posts (Table 3). Individual web pages became progressively more diverse, as students personalized their projects. The high instructor index at this stage was the result of fewer posts and plentiful instructor support.
Figure 1 also illustrates Jane’s role in the facilitation and support contributing to the scaffolding. The instructor maintained a low profile, as shown by the facilitator index; students therefore thought they relied upon each other for help. In reality, the instructor helped them much more than they realized, shown by the total support index that included Jane’s contributions added to those of the instructor. Towards the end of the course, students discussed fewer general issues that Jane could explain or support, and thus, like withdrawing scaffolding, she faded.

**Discussion**

**The Ethical Issues**

*Experimental Studies*

Boeree (1998) strongly criticized unethical manipulation in “scientific” experimental studies. Human beings may object to manipulation, as it "may undermine their self-respect, their psychological integrity, their sense of self-determination, or even their physical health" (Boeree, 1998, n.p.). As an alternative, Boeree (1998) describes how the Swiss developmental psychologist Jean Piaget and his followers engaged in experimental phenomenology, called la méthode clinique, or what can be termed non-manipulative experiments. This involves studying an infrequent phenomenon by setting up a situation in which that phenomenon is likely to occur. One can make a valuable, yet non-manipulative, contribution by watching how students solve specific problems. Ethnomethodologist Harold Garfinkel extended Piaget’s method and made use of experimental participant observation. He simply broke the rules, doing what does not come naturally in order to see what happens, evolving the garfinkling technique (Boeree, 1998). Considering the ethical aspect of the unorthodox methods we used, in this study we did not manipulate students but carefully observed them, albeit in a
contrived setting.

**Concealment**

Concealing oneself or deceiving subjects is an ethical concern in fieldwork. Boeree (1998) discourages taking part in illegal, immoral, or unethical activities, and cautions, "You should not present yourself to the people you are studying as something other than yourself." He poses the following question: "Would you like to be spied on or lied to?" (n.p.). By collecting data on students' behavior without their knowledge, researchers could be considered to have "spied" on them. Such "spying" is often considered acceptable, however, if a) students are debriefed afterwards, b) no harm comes of it, and c) the research benefits society in some way.

We avoided the instructor eavesdropping and at the same time protected Jane's hidden identity by strictly regulating the channels of communication. That is, we disabled the LMS email tool, and required a written promise from students that they would not contact each other privately. Moreover, no exchange of addresses or phone numbers was allowed in the online discussions, and we only allowed students to communicate online using the LMS tools. Therefore, students had no opportunities to communicate confidential or sensitive information to Jane (or anyone else) without the knowledge of the others.

We addressed the ethical question (Boeree, 1998), *What access do my subjects have to the information about [Jane's] identity?*, by debriefing the students afterwards. The remaining criteria for ethical research are that no harm comes from it and future students would benefit from the research. If students reject the notion of a virtual student, course designers should seek other alternatives for minimizing instructor dominance. Avoiding behaviors that upset students and confidently applying those that make a beneficial contribution, as revealed through research such as this, can help future course designers to design more effective online facilitating presences.

**Role Play**

*Observant participation* or *hermeneutic role-playing* techniques can assist in understanding people's underlying social realities. The ethical problem of being someone else can be ameliorated by clarifying to the group that you are an outsider wishing to become an insider (Boeree, 1998). While not overcoming the ethical problem of spying, students at least know there is a stranger in their midst observing them. Jane had outsider status, as she was a new student in the course, wishing to become one of them. In this respect, Jane did not appear to violate any ethical standards, as she was a *declared outsider*, well positioned to observe and interact. As an *observant participant* (Boeree, 1998), Jane also allowed us to analyze unfolding data and incorporate the results into the ongoing course design.

**Student Reactions to Methical Jane**

*Jane's Credibility*

After eight weeks of intense online interaction, the students wrapped up the course by arranging a social gathering. This initiative represented the final stage in the role-play simulation, and it allowed for a purposeful disengagement with the virtual and subsequent re-engagement in the real world (Ip et al., 2002). The students in the class were curious to meet Jane after completion of the course and were disappointed when she did not arrive, as they expected her to be equally interested in meeting them.
These following remarks captured by videotape at the social function illustrate that Jane was a credible student, and everybody thought she was real:

Pity the ones living far away, like Jane, cannot attend.

[student 1]: I could not place some of the people. Like Jane. Where does she come from? [student 2]: Gauteng. [student 1]: So she is here close by? [student 2]: She did say she could not make it. [Someone]: But if she's that close... [student 1]: I could not quite place her.

When talking about the course, student 3 remarked: I did not see any assessment from Jane. (Many people talking simultaneously). [student 3]: I was fortunate to do the assessment for Jane. (Big chuckle by student 3.) Now I can see why she didn't come!

Someone presumed to pinpoint her address, even though she never disclosed it. When someone asked about her background, the instructor's explanation was plausible albeit unrevealing. Even afterward the comments in emails continued:

I was quite disappointed that not everyone arrived for the social function after the course, particularly those that were not part of the class for previous modules, e.g. [mentions four names, including Jane].

Jane maintained credibility at all times, and no student doubted her identity.

By this time, students had had ample time to gossip about Jane and air their views. In order to comply with the ethical stricture not to deceive subjects (Boeree, 1998), the time had arrived to unveil Jane's identity and to gauge the class's reaction.

*Unveiling the Real Jane*

We revealed Jane's real identity by email (Appendix) after the course was completed. The email also posed a few open-ended questions probing the students' reactions. Students reacted in one of three ways. Some did not reply; some respondents were indifferent, "minding my own business;" and the third group had strong feelings. Of the 10 students who responded, all had thought she was real and most voiced their strong surprise, confirming that nobody really knew who she was, as we had deduced from the course documents and discussions. Some students expressed shock and disbelief as Jane's credibility was shattered, and even expressed their dismay at her virtual or non-real identity:

What other sneaky tricks do you still have to admit responsibility for?

What a surprise! No, really! I feel cheated!

I was so shocked I could not answer your questions properly.

I am finished — that is so sneaky ...

Repying to the second question: *How do you feel about her real identity having been hidden from you?*, one student expressed shock at her identity being hidden:

Shocked to say the least. I don't really like talking to machines (or software!). It feels odd. But then thinking about it, what's the difference between a parametric test that responds to your answers and a "person" responding to your activity in a distance learning environment?
This student immediately rationalized his reaction and conceded that it was "one of the most exciting e-mails." This turnabout somehow blunted his discontent. Among the students who expressed dismay, two students felt betrayed and one questioned the necessity of exposing Jane. Both had been highly interactive students in the course:

At first had to think about this "ghost-student" and to be honest I felt somehow betrayed, since I was wondering how many more eyes were actually watching us, battle things through.

I trusted all in the course module and not for one moment thought that someone was not for real. I think if she was never exposed for what she really is, it wouldn't have bothered me. The question is—is it necessary to expose her in the end? Not exposing her wouldn't have done any harm. Her real identity being hidden from me makes me feel betrayed.

It is possible that the students who did not respond or reply to our questions did not harbor strong feelings, were too upset to voice their opinion, or even feared retribution. Participation profiles in the LMS showed that these non-responders participated less often in the online discussions than the responders did. As they also did not attend the social function, they can be seen as less engaged in the online learning community.

The students who replied represented those who interacted frequently with Jane and appeared to have formed a virtual relationship with her. The problem of deception deepens when students in a well-functioning online community "show concern and support for the community" (Collison et al., 2000, p. 77) and form affective relationships based on collaboration (Panitz, 1996). Students who integrate into an online community in this way can become very vulnerable (Barab, Thomas, & Merrill, 2001). The initial shock was intense because the prior deception was so convincing.

Interestingly, after the initial reaction of shock and dismay, the response to the second question was less intense. It seems that many students had mixed feelings. After their initial disbelief, some of the students reconsidered the situation and tried to rationalize the situation. They shared their thoughts on using a virtual identity in online learning:

How virtual can you become in class before it becomes unethical?

Complete anonymity bothers me though. I want to know who's the machine! I must just say that I struggle with seeing the machine as a fellow student and could deal with it as a tutor more easily.

I can relate — when I worked at [Name of Company] I often used to send emails from my bosses email address and go into discussions on his behalf (he agreed), to encourage students and get them to participate in the e-learning initiatives... and it worked.

Students' initial shock and disbelief soon mellowed to intrigue and even enthusiasm: "I quite like the idea of a mysterious Jane!!" None of these students expressed discontent about the principle of having a mythical student in the group, but some wanted to identify the virtual student as such.

*Jane's Contribution to Learning*

Half of the respondents indicated that they could not remember if Jane assisted them or if she contributed to their learning, even though all had been working with her (in a team), and everyone had exchanged peer reviews with her. Therefore, Jane's participation provided scaffolding that was both transparent and unobtrusive:
Jane was not very High Profile though and I can't say that she stood out above other students.

I can't remember who was in the class except perhaps some of those who critted my postings and those I've personally met. ... But I can't remember someone named Jane. Perhaps that's proof that I didn't even notice a cybergirl in the group.

To be honest — Jane didn't influence me at all. ... I've noticed there are new names and other people in the "game," but the pace and inputs required were hectic and I focused my energy "to stay in the race" and maintain as high as possible quality...

I think e-learning is a very lonely study and you focus mainly on yourself.

Figure 2 shows that Jane (student no. 11) contributed an average number of postings in the course. Her contributions should be sought in the content of her posts rather than in the quantity. In submitting all the class assignments, Jane modeled how to address elusive or tricky aspects and showed others where the pitfalls were. She also helped struggling students, played watchdog, and enlivened debates, yet without standing out.
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**Figure 2.** Students ranked according to number of discussions posts, with Jane as Student 11.

In her unobtrusive way, Jane contributed to the cognitive aspects of online learning, both in her direct class participation and by being a virtual student. As one student put it,

... then I went back to the postings and looked at Jane's comments and input and I saw the subtle way in which she gave her input and advice, if needed. I think it was a great idea to have a "helper in disguise." This was a super and interesting way of facilitating the team to their end-goal.

Jane also made an affective contribution to the class. A few students mentioned Jane's strong personality in the online discussions and the contribution she made to the learning community wherein "participants express honest opinions" (Collison et al., 2000, p. 77):

I experienced her as being, "strong," straightforward, and as someone who won't hesitate to
tell what she thinks.

I think she was necessary, since all were so polite all the time, and she offered a bit of "excitement" with her "personality."

As some of the above comments indicate, after students had come to grips with their initial surprise, reconciled their feelings, and rationalized their reactions, they realized that Jane’s presence had done no harm, and they saw the potential didactic benefits of using a mythical student in online teaching.

I agree that such a person is needed to "direct" a course a little.

Thank you for the deception Jane, it could revolutionize my didactic methodology or at least influence it.

I think that it is ingenious and clever, and it has got me thinking about the plausibility of inventing a "ghost" learner for my normal live classes.

In medical school, faculty frequently use a standardized patient (Greenberg, Loyd, & Wesley, 2002) who is not a real patient, but a perfectly healthy person acting as a benchmark patient. In this educational context, one could consider Jane a standard student who quietly modeled plausible solutions and played out collaborative behavior.

Research Role

We described Jane’s research role as an observant participant taking part in role-playing (Boeree, 1998). The virtual peer intrigued many students who also saw the possibilities for research. As these students learned of the ongoing research involving their online learning community, their interest in online research allowed them to perceive the benefits of using a virtual helper in an online course (Boeree, 1998).

To me this sounds very interesting and I am going to read more about this.

It must have been really interesting to observe our reactions towards Jane. Myself in your position I would have also found it interesting.

How students related to Jane was also reflective of how they related to the learning community and how integrated they were with it. With Jane as an observant participant, we gained new insight into the strength of the bonds within the virtual community. Students who had more of a relationship with Jane tended to be more integrated into the community.

Goodwill in the Virtual Community

After their initial astonishment, some students enthusiastically endorsed the concept of a virtual student, as illustrated above. The students did not hesitate to express their opinions online, suggesting that the instructor was not the only authority and did not intimidate the virtual community of learners (Pelz, 2004). They regarded the facilitator-cum-student as part of the learning experience (King, 2002). Respondents resumed the amiable, informal tone characteristic of earlier course communications:

Hi Jane or [facilitator] or whatever your name is.

Hope you are now going to have a good holiday Jane... oops [facilitator].

... I just feel sorry for the online facilitator who actually seemed to have had a split
personality after all!

How do you feel about me thanking Jane for all your hard work?

All in all — I have GREAT appreciation for the way in which you handle the facilitation of the online course!!

The instructor modeled pro-social behavior throughout the course (Baker, 2004). Nobody complained that the instructor spent too much effort on the stragglers or neglected them, since Jane performed that function. The friendly parting tone of these representative messages conveys neither anger nor irritation.

**The Instructor’s Perspective on Jane**

Because the planning of the course was a team effort, different faculty contributed ideas and suggestions for technical challenges. It made sense for one person to control the instructions and to keep pace with the students, however. That person, in this case, was the course facilitator, known to the students as the instructor. As Jane, she completed outlines of technical assignments to verify that the goals were indeed achievable within set periods. Jane also presented her assignments under similar conditions as the other students; she logged in from home after office hours, experiencing the same challenges of off-campus low bandwidth and slow dial-up modems. These provided insight into the students' workload and course experiences.

The facilitator as course designer did not have the benefit of a student preview of the online course, and in this regard, Jane forestalled potential problems in the LMS. Through Jane, we could address problems with server downtimes, JavaScript issues, incompatible browsers, and the constraints of firewalls. Using Jane to detect and report a problem proved a practicable way to make students attentive to unclear instructions quickly and to provide better ones. She reminded others of assignment deadlines, and alerted them to expectations regarding specific learning outcomes. Jane prevented potential problems by being vigilant and, as such, contributed to the scaffolding.

According to Mason (1991), outstanding online moderation consists of understanding and modeling all aspects of the subject matter. The facilitator’s diary records Jane’s triumphs and struggles:

> During the course of the afternoon Jane manages to add free translation (tools) for text to speech and a translator, a hit counter, links to German tourist sites, a map. She downloaded the Trellian to her computer, but did not quite figure out how to get it working on the website.

**Facilitator Effort**

Administrators often have exaggerated expectations of online facilitators, requiring prompt and extensive participation of them (Blignaut & Trollip, 2005). King (2002) comments on the tedious aspects of animating a virtual fictitious student, as it demands even more time and resources. In this study as well, it was demanding to maintain double online roles. At times, it was necessary to keep Jane’s profile low due to the facilitator’s limited time and resources. The following excerpts from the facilitator’s diary illustrate this dilemma:

> Jane has been nominated (by the group) to create the tagboard for wuwu's rubric. I do not know when she is going to have time to do it.
I am drowning in correcting extra stuff, and doing Jane's work.

There is not a chance that I will have a new unit prepared for uploading tomorrow, that I will have the criteria for next weeks evaluation sorted out, or that Jane will even be halfway through her page.

Students afterwards commented on this workload and its sustainability:

I am now wondering how much work and time you put into this module, it seemed you worked 24/7.

In addition to demands on the time of the facilitator, we encountered other challenges. We had to be vigilant for "illegal" private communication that might have threatened Jane's position in the inclusive online community. A breach could jeopardize her continued existence, as that would be the end of the experiment. We also thought it would be unethical if students confided in Jane what they did not wish the instructor to know. As by design the LMS reveals the identity of the person posting, we contrived to protect Jane's secret virtual identity by creating a separate login for her. It was challenging for the facilitator to remember whom she represented when posting to the students, however. The facilitator's diary records:

As it is confusing to speak as two people, I must remind myself of who I am by sticking a different coloured sticky note with my name on the screen when I work, and logging out completely when one is finished.

I have to be extra careful from now on as we are posting attachments, and they have to be created and posted from Jane's computer, to show the right properties.

Jane's presence in the course mandated that the facilitator read all posts at least twice, each time wearing a different hat in order to reply with the appropriate voice. Separating her activities from those of Jane helped the facilitator prioritize responses. One-on-one online coaching was Jane's responsibility, and other students could ignore those lengthy online sessions. In contrast, the instructor's contributions were more concise and topical, concentrating on issues that mattered to the whole class. Students soon learned whose posts to read and whose to ignore, assigning a higher priority to the instructor's posts.

At peak times, the facilitator invited the colleagues moderating the course to post as Jane, providing feedback, explaining, and easing facilitation. From the students' perspective, they did not feel exposed to an audience, and there was also less confusion than if corrections and tips emanated from unfamiliar voices all over the discussion board. They were more likely to take notice of important information that came from a known and trusted participant.

Maintaining Jane was challenging. However, the demand on time and resources required to research and post as a student proved worth the effort, since "that is what being a member of a learning community is all about" (King, 2002, p. 164). Through Jane's activities, the facilitator kept abreast of the discussions and remained challenged and engaged.

Conclusions

How Do Students Feel about The Ethical Issues of Hiding and Then Disclosing the Identity of a Virtual Student?
The ethical concerns raised by using a mythical student in an online class are genuine. We were constantly aware that we would have to abort the project if students' relationship with Jane compromised their trust or privacy or if her identity became known. The success of creating a highly credible Jane also had its downside. Her very credibility caused students to feel more deceived when they learned the truth.

Many students identified with Jane, recognized her strengths and weaknesses, and related to her as their friend. Her credible identity allowed the community, even those who did not specifically notice her, to accept her, thus illustrating an efficiently functioning online community's ability to integrate a stranger or outsider into the learning environment. Jane also acted as a barometer of the existence of a caring virtual learning community. Observing which facets of Jane's interaction contributed to her acceptance and integration into the community gave us insight into what it means to be a citizen of such a community.

**How Does a Virtual Student Enhance Online Learning?**

Although a virtual student did not save time or effort (and indeed added considerably to the facilitator's workload), our mythical student-facilitator made unique contributions to the online class. Methical Jane addressed many of the challenges that an online facilitator faces (Blignaut & Nagel, 2007). As part of the scaffolding, Jane coached and redirected students in an unobtrusive way, helping them cope with the demands of online learning. Jane's encouragement allowed them to finish the course. We therefore feel that the ends justified the means.

Specifically, Jane monitored the student workload and emerging problems and contributed timely alternatives. Her activities blended with the online scaffolding of student support provided by the instructor. In these ways, Jane limited the dominance and clutter of online facilitator posts without sacrificing student support.

We could not maintain the facilitator's visibility in the online class below the benchmark of 15%, even with help from methical Jane (Figure 1). Jane's primary contribution to the course was qualitative, despite her being an average student in quantitative terms (Figure 2). The quality and timeliness of student support seems to be more important than the number of posts in ensuring successful online learning. Through her personality, Jane also contributed to the development of a virtual community of learners (Nagel, Blignaut, & Cronjé, 2007).

In short, the virtual student promoted online dialogue, encouraged student participation, provided additional support, modeled student online behavior, and promoted a mutually supportive climate. Concealing the facilitator behind the identity of a peer also encouraged reluctant students to contribute to online discussions. Although we did not explore them in this study, a virtual student can also adapt to a variety of roles demanded by different and evolving teaching scenarios: experts supplying technical expertise, multiple faculty enriching the online coaching, and teaching assistants and tutors participating with smaller groups in large online classes.

In this particular case, the extra effort also provided us with research data. This study provided information that could not be gathered in a regular online class and represented a unique opportunity for "garfinkling" (Boeree, 1998), or setting up circumstances to study the sought-after phenomenon of living with online students.

**Recommendations**
We have separate recommendations relating to disclosure or non-disclosure of a virtual student's identity. On the one hand, instructors can choose to disclose the identity of the virtual student from the start, like King (2002) in the case of Virtual Joe, if the instructional designer's analysis of the student population shows that authority does not inhibit student participation. This would ease ethical and technical constraints, and researchers could benefit from observing how students react to such an interactive web-based tool.

If, on the other hand, instructors plan to reproduce this study, we recommend that they:

- obtain permission and ethical clearance from the relevant academic research authorities before inventing a virtual student;
- allow external supervision and monitoring of the activities of any undisclosed virtual student;
- not use a virtual student to spy on students or violate their trust or privacy;
- not manipulate students deliberately, e.g., by eliciting extreme behavior such as flaming.

In either case, due to the increased workload, we do not recommend that a single facilitator be responsible for an online class of more than 20 students in addition to playing the role of a virtual student without external assistance. The virtual student can act as a spokesperson for multiple course tutors, facilitators, or moderators. For example, a technical support specialist could anonymously assist students, and another could help with a specific contextual aspect without contributing unfamiliar voices to the course. Teaching assistants and tutors could become part of the course and participate within smaller learning groups in large online classes, thus easing the facilitation burden on the instructor. Consistent with constructivism, the facilitator can maintain a lower profile, thereby encouraging students to support each other. This helps establish a high functioning virtual learning community.

Effective online communities support students in challenging learning environments and contribute to their success. Methical Jane could evolve into an ethical, versatile, and supportive helper in such virtual communities.
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**Appendix**

**Post-Course Questionnaire**

Hello class

Jane here. My apologies for deserting you near the end of the module. But it seemed that my job was done and you did not need me any more. See, I am no ordinary Jane. I am Virtual Jane (King, 2002). I was created by the facilitator to see if I could help you in ways the others could not. According to the literature (Mazzolini & Maddison, 2003), "the ways in which instructors post to forums can influence students’ forum discussions and perceptions, but not always in expected ways."

If you are not too mad at me, [facilitator] and the Professors would like to know your opinion on my presence in the class. Will you please answer the following questions by return e-mail:

1. Was Jane credible? Did you believe she was real?
2. Did she make any real contribution to your participation and / or learning? Did she contribute towards any success?
3. How do you feel about her real identity having been hidden from you?
4. Do you have a problem with Jane not being a real student?

Any other opinion / criticism is welcome! Fire away!

Have a wonderful holiday (writing your dissertations!) and a blessed Christmas.

Jane and [facilitator]
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